Workshop on Geotechnical Aspects of Dykes and Levees
and Shore Protection
Reykjavik, 1 September 2019

13:00-13:05  Introduction & welcome

Invited Theme Lectures:

13:05-13:45  Large scale experiments with a coarse sand barrier as part of a multi-scale investigation of a novel remediation technique against backward erosion piping.
Ulrich Förster

13:45-14:30  I - Levees breaching scenarios and the different deterioration/damage mechanisms; link with failure modes analysis and risk analysis.
II - Levee and dike survey using drones: the DIDRO project
Rémy Tourment

14:30-15:15  The impact of the Eemdijk full-scale field test programme
Joost Breedeveld

15:15-16:00  Internal erosion of earth flood embankments
Jonathan Black
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